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Learn
The user will learn to be aware 
of fake news, and the harmful 
effects 

3

Story
Understand the moral of the 
story through story and 
character selection

2

Create Fake news
Allows users to create fake 
news- emphasizing how almost 
effortless it is

1

Value Proposition
"Fake it in the app and be conscious of the outside" 



Story overview
Selection

The user chooses a 
character and theme 

Fake news

Article
The user will see the article 
created by him in order for 

him to realize how easy it is 
to fabricate news 

Narrative
The user will experience a 

branching narrative and will 
have multiple options to 

pick from 



Personas 

link to Xtensio 

https://workspace99411498.xtensio.com/folder/5qwljazd
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Paper Prototype

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNOA5Zbxpds


Paper Prototype Testing- Methodology

Target group of people ranged from 15-60. Recruited five participants to experience our story:

ages- 15,26,32,51,59.The participants background varied.

Presented a short brief of the story and explained the aim of the testing.

Presented the pre-questionnaire to the participants:

-What is fake news and why do people create it?

- Do you think it’s easy to create fake news? Why or why not?

- When reading news, do you think about the trustworthiness of the source? 



Paper Prototype Testing- Methodology

Players navigated through the story.

Wrote informal notes during the story about the engagement. 

Handed out second questionnaire:

- What is fake news and why do people create it?
- Did you learn new ways to spot fake news? What are they?
- What are your views now on fake news?
- Has the story made you more critical about news read online? How?
- What is your main learning from the story?



Paper Prototype Testing- Findings

Improved

Made the story more complex, added 
additional branches

Made the article creation as simple as 
possible to emphasize how easy it is  

Learned

Some participants went through the 
story under two minutes 

People don't realize how effortless it 
is to create fake news

Lack of major behavioral change 
after going through story 

Added additional branches and 
explanations at the end 
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Mid-fi prototype

link to balsamiq 

https://balsamiq.cloud/s8zrvpu/ppkbo2o/r9E9C?f=N4IgUiBcCMA0IDkpxAYWfAMhkAhHAsjgFo4DSUA2gLoC%2BQA%3D


Mid-fi prototype overview

Hard coded 
features 3

- Explanations displayed after going 
through the story regardless of story flow

- Number of components the user 
chooses, the user picks only one 
character and one theme

Wizard of Oz Created some scenarios and 
not all 2

 Not able to display all story outcomes, 
situations and characters due to lack of 
time 

Limitations 1
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